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State of vaccine confidence in the EU 2018
Countries with GPs with higher confidence in vaccines have a larger 
proportion of the public expressing positive vaccination beliefs

Larson H, et al. State of vaccine confidence in the EU 2018.3
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Group work 1:Discuss healthcare 
provider hesitancy in your country

1. Do you know of any healthcare provider hesitancy in 

your country? Is it related to a specific vaccine? More general 

issues?

2. Are there any data are being collected to assess the scale 

and nature of healthcare provider hesitancy in your country? 

3. Are there any interventions/trainings being done to build 

healthcare provider vaccine knowledge and confidence?

4. Prepare a summary PowerPoint presentation with one slide per 

country to present to the group

Report back to group at 9:30am



• Flu not perceived as a serious illness

• Lack of awareness

• Lack of information

• Lack of time/ inconvenient location

• Concerns about 

o vaccine effectiveness

o vaccine safety

o Injections / pain

Healthcare provider hesitancy 
towards influenza vaccination
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Croatia: 13 GPs, 
4 epidemiologists 

France: 10 GPs, 
6 gynaecologists 

Greece: 9 GPS, 
4 internal medicine, 2 
paediatricians 

Romania: 15 GPs, 
2 paediatricians

Vaccine 

hesitancy 

among 

healthcare 

workers in 

Europe

Results from 

qualitative 
study

Karafillakis E, et al. Vaccine (2016) 



Themes identified in the four countries
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Benefits and risks of 
vaccination

Trust

Information and 
communication

Influences on 
decision-making

Responding to 
patient hesitancy

Improving vaccine 
confidence

Karafillakis E, et al. Vaccine (2016) 



Benefits > risks
➢ Balance could change

Prevent dangerous diseases
➢ Referral to current outbreaks as proof

➢ Disappointment from avoidable deaths

Low risk side effects
➢ Although not always what the general population 

believes 

Herd immunity
➢ Selfishness of those who refuse

➢ Doctors defend the concept to their patients

Responsibility to prevent diseases
➢ It is their role, as doctors

Good scientific evidence
➢ Especially if included in national program

➢ Sufficiently tested and verified 9

Perceived 

benefits of 

vaccination

“I consider that 
those people who 

refuse 
vaccination are 
selfish because 

they take 
advantage of the 

vaccination of 
other people” (F)

Karafillakis et al. Vaccine hesitancy among healthcare workers in Europe. Vaccine. 
2016. 
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o Interventions shown to increase vaccination among 

healthcare providers include:

• Free vaccine

• Easy access

• Educational activities, reminders or incentives

• Opt outs or mandatory immunization policies

• Peer vaccination

Addressing vaccine hesitancy 
in healthcare providers
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Who do people turn to? 

Bouder et al. (2015) Transparency in Europe: A Quantitative Study. Risk Analysis.

5,648 respondents from France, GB, Germany, the Netherlands, Spain and Sweden
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D Opel, Assistant Professor, University of Washington, ppt, 
Annecy, Sep 2015

The role of doctors & nurses in vaccination acceptance

How does the provider initiate the vaccine discussion/plan? (n=93)

Presumptive (74%, n=69) Participatory (26%, n=24)

It’s time to start all 
those vaccines… 
We’re going to be 
doing the MMR and 
the chicken pox 
today. 

How do you feel 
about vaccination?

Resists (26%, n=18) Resists (83%, n=20)

Accepts (74%, n=51)

Accepts (4%, n=1)

Own plan (13%, 
n=3)

How does the parent respond to the provider’s initiation?



Addressing vaccine hesitancy

o Healthcare providers remain the most trusted 

advisor and influencer of vaccination decisions

o People are more likely to vaccinate if a 

healthcare provider recommends to vaccinate

o Vaccinated healthcare providers are more 

likely to recommend vaccination to others 
(Nigeria, Israel, Iran, Canada, USA)

Paterson et al. Vaccine. 2016 
Dec;34;6700-6706. 19



Addressing vaccine hesitancy

o Most important factors considered amongst 
nurses when deciding to recommend a vaccine 
included understanding the effectiveness and 
safety of the vaccine (Cameroon)

o Nurses who felt that adolescents & young adults 
were willing to accept HPV vaccination were 
more likely to recommend it (South Africa)

Paterson et al. Vaccine. 2016 
Dec;34;6700-6706. 20



Addressing hesitancy among healthcare providers 
reported by LNCT country members
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‘We have training and workshops for all of our 
staff on… anything related to the immunisation. 

Even sometimes we organise an online 
workshop so we connect to the whole country 
and then we have special doctors to explain to 
them about this, about immunisation, about 

the vaccine, about adverse events, everything.’  
(In-depth interview, Vietnam)

‘Before we introduced the new vaccine, health 

workers are trained.’  (In-depth interview, 
Ghana)



Group work 2

• Discuss addressing healthcare provider hesitancy in 

your country

1. What are the main strategies to address 

healthcare provider hesitancy in your country? 

2. Are these strategies being evaluated? If so, 

how? 

Group discussion at 10:10am



The burden of addressing public vaccine hesitancy is 
increasingly being placed on HCWs. However it is easy 
to forget that HCWs are also members of the public: 
they can have the same questions, the same doubts, 
the same fears about vaccines than their patients. 

This can jeopardize attempts at improving public 
confidence in vaccination

Addressing vaccine hesitancy1



We are finally starting to more actively listen to 
patient’s concerns about vaccination. But taking the 
time to listen to HCWs concerns is equally important. 

2 Addressing vaccine hesitancy



Addressing vaccine hesitancy3
In addressing vaccine hesitancy in their patients, the capacity 
and confidence of healthcare providers are stretched

HCWs need more support to manage the changing public as well 
as quickly evolving vaccine environment → training, medical 
curriculum, access to tools and resources… 

As with patients, we should not fall in the trap of thinking it is 
only about information: 

• Do HCWs respond better to personal stories or scientific 
information?

• We need to rebuild trust among HCWs: include in decision-
making for vaccine recommendations and policies, design of 
communication materials (new vaccines)



Paterson et al. Vaccine. 2016 
Dec;34;6700-6706.

Addressing vaccine hesitancy
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o Healthcare providers should:

• Acknowledge

• Engage

• Recommend



• Additional training and support for 
healthcare providers in addressing vaccine 
hesitancy

• Building or sustaining trust between HCPs, 
health authorities and policymakers through 
more shared involvement in the 
establishment of vaccine recommendations

Building healthcare provider confidence
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www.vaccineconfidence.org

Thank you
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